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The prognostic significance of blood pressure variability 
remains controversial. Some studies reported association 

of end-organ damage,1–4 cardiovascular events,5–7 or mortal-
ity8 with blood pressure variability, whereas others failed to 
do so or found variability to be inferior to mean systolic pres-
sure.9–11 Whether naturally occurring blood pressure variabil-
ity predicts risk over and beyond blood pressure level remains 
uncertain.

Recent publications12,13 suggested that clinicians might 
reduce stroke risk more effectively by targeting systolic 
blood pressure variability along with systolic blood 
pressure level using specific classes of antihypertensive 
drugs. These recommendations12,13 originated mainly from 
clinical trials, which included high-risk groups, such as 
elderly14,15 or hypertensive16 patients or participants with 

a previous ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack14 
or diabetes mellitus.15,17 Other methodological issues that 
might have introduced bias are nonrandomization, possible 
lack of power,5,17 short follow-up time,17 categorization 
of continuous variability measures for risk prediction,8,14 
the use of variability measures that are dependent on the 
level of blood pressure,8,15 limited adjustment,14 or failure 
to account for reverse causality.18 These factors render 
the current evidence on the prognostic significance of 
blood pressure variability inconclusive, especially in the 
general population. To address this issue, we investigated 
the predictive value of blood pressure variability in a 
randomly selected representative sample from the general 
population with sufficient power, follow-up time, and a 
wide age range.

Abstract—To assess the prognostic significance of blood pressure (BP) variability, we followed health outcomes in a family-
based random population sample representative of the general population (n=2944; mean age: 44.9 years; 50.7% women). 
At baseline, BP was measured 5 times consecutively at each of 2 home visits 2 to 4 weeks apart. We assessed within-
subject overall (10 readings), within- and between-visit systolic BP variability from variability independent of the mean, 
the difference between maximum and minimum BP, and average real variability. Over a median follow-up of 12 years, 401 
deaths occurred and 311 participants experienced a fatal or nonfatal cardiovascular event. Overall systolic BP variability 
averaged (SD) 5.45 (2.82) units, 15.87 (8.36) mm Hg, and 4.08 (2.05) mm Hg for variability independent of the mean, 
difference between maximum and minimum BP, and average real variability, respectively. Female sex, older age, higher-
mean systolic BP, lower body mass index, a history of peripheral arterial disease, and use of β-blockers were the main 
correlates of systolic BP variability. In multivariable-adjusted analyses, overall and within- and between-visit BP variability 
did not predict total or cardiovascular mortality or the composite of any fatal plus nonfatal cardiovascular end point. For 
instance, the hazard ratios for all cardiovascular events combined in relation to overall variability independent of the mean, 
difference between maximum and minimum BP, and average real variability were 1.05 (0.96–1.15), 1.06 (0.96–1.16), and 
1.08 (0.98–1.19), respectively. By contrast, mean systolic BP was a significant predictor of all end points under study, 
independent of BP variability. In conclusion, in an unbiased population sample, BP variability did not contribute to risk 
stratification over and beyond mean systolic BP. (Hypertension. 2012;60:1138-1147.)  ●  Online Data Supplement
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Methods
Study Population
The Ethics Committee of the University of Leuven approved the 
Flemish Study on Environment, Genes and Health Outcomes.19,20 
From August 1985 until November 1990, a random sample of the 
households living in a geographically defined area of Northern 
Belgium was investigated with the goal to recruit an equal number 
of participants in each of 6 subgroups by sex and age (20–39, 40–59, 
and ≥60 years). All household members with a minimum age of 20 
years were invited to take part, provided that the quota of their sex-
age group had not yet been fulfilled. From June 1996 until January 
2004, recruitment of families continued using the former participants 
(1985−1990) as index persons, including teenagers. The participants, 
and in case of underaged offspring, their parents or custodians, gave 
informed consent.

The study population included 3318 participants. We excluded 
394 subjects because they were younger than 18 years at enrollment 
(n=296) or because blood pressure had not been measured at home 
(n=48) or only at a single home visit (n=30). Thus, the number of 
participants statistically analyzed totaled 2944.

Measurements at Baseline
At baseline, trained nurses measured each participant’s blood pres-
sure at 2 home visits at an interval of 2 to 4 weeks. At each home 
visit, after the participants had rested for 5 minutes in the sitting posi-
tion, the nurses obtained 5 consecutive blood pressure readings to the 
nearest 2 mm Hg using mercury sphygmomanometers. Standard cuffs 
had a 12 × 24 cm inflatable portion, but if upper arm girth exceeded 
31 cm, larger cuffs with 15 × 35 cm bladders were used. As described 
in detail elsewhere,21,22 we implemented a stringent program for qual-
ity assurance and quality control. Every 3 months, the observers had 
to pass a test requiring them to read blood pressures from a videotape 
featuring a falling mercury column with Korotkoff sounds (Blood 
Pressure Measurement, British Medical Association, London, United 
Kingdom). Their readings had to comply within 5 mm Hg of those 
of senior medical staff. Digit preference was checked at 6-month 
intervals. Hypertension was a blood pressure (average of 10 readings) 
≥140 mm Hg systolic or ≥90 mm Hg diastolic or use of antihyperten-
sive drugs.

At the enrollment visit, the nurses measured body height to the 
nearest 0.5 cm with a pliable measurer and the participant standing 
against the wall. For body weight measurement, participants wore 
light indoor clothing without shoes. Body mass index was weight in 
kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. Overweight and 
obesity were a body mass index ≥25 kg/m2 or ≥30 kg/m2, respective-
ly.23 The nurses administered a questionnaire to collect information 
on each participant’s medical history, smoking and drinking habits, 
lifestyle, and intake of medications. Socioeconomic status was coded 
according to British coding rules24 and condensed into a scale with 
scores ranging from 1 (low) to 3 (high). Using published tables,25 we 
computed the energy spent in physical activity from body weight, 
time devoted to work and sports, and type of physical activity.

Venous blood samples, obtained at the second home visit, were 
analyzed by automated enzymatic methods for serum creatinine, 
total and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and plasma glucose. 
Hypercholesterolemia was a serum level of ≥5.16 mmol/L (200 mg/
dL) or treatment with lipid-lowering drugs. Diabetes mellitus was a 
self-reported diagnosis, a fasting or random blood glucose level of 
≥7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dL) or ≥11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL), respective-
ly, or use of antidiabetic drugs.26

Assessment of Outcome
Via the National Population Registry (Rijksregister) in Brussels, 
Belgium, we ascertained the vital status of all participants until 
December 31, 2009. We obtained the International Classification of 
Disease codes for the immediate and underlying causes of death from 
the Flemish Registry of Death Certificates. We collected information 
on the incidence of nonfatal events via follow-up visits with repeat 
administration of the same standardized questionnaire as that used 

at baseline. Physicians ascertained the diseases reported on the death 
certificates or via the questionnaires against the medical records of 
general practitioners or hospitals.

Fatal and nonfatal stroke did not include transient ischemic at-
tacks. Coronary events included fatal and nonfatal myocardial infarc-
tion and coronary revascularization. Fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular 
events were composed of coronary end points, stroke, fatal and non-
fatal left ventricular heart failure, aortic aneurysm, cor pulmonale, 
and pulmonary or arterial embolism. Hospitalizations for unstable 
angina were coded as ischemic heart disease. Heart failure was either 
a clinical diagnosis or the diagnosis on the death certificate but was 
always verified against hospital files or the records held by family 
doctors. For all end points, we censored participants from analysis 
after the occurrence of a first event.

Statistical Analysis
For database management and statistical analysis, we used SAS soft-
ware, version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC). Departure from nor-
mality was evaluated by Shapiro-Wilk statistic and skewness by the 
computation of the coefficient of skewness, the third moment about 
the mean divided by the cube of the SD. We compared means and pro-
portions by the standard normal z test and the χ2 statistic, respectively, 
and survival curves by Kaplan-Meier survival function estimates and 
the log-rank test. Statistical significance was a 2-sided significance 
level of 0.05 on 2-sided tests.

Because in middle-aged and older subjects systolic blood pressure 
is a stronger risk factor than diastolic blood pressure, we limited our 
analyses to systolic blood pressure.27 Within the context of this ar-
ticle, mean refers to the average of 10 blood pressure readings, that is, 
5 readings at each of 2 home visits. For each individual, we computed 
overall, within-visit, and between-visit variability of systolic blood 
pressure. Overall variability was based on the 10 blood pressure read-
ings, that is, 5 at each of 2 home visits. Within-visit variability was 
computed for both sets of 5 blood pressure readings at a single visit 
and the so-obtained parameters expressing variability were averaged 
over the 2 home visits. The between-visit blood pressure variability 
considered the variability (difference) between the mean blood pres-
sure values at the 2 home visits.

We assessed blood pressure variability from the variability in-
dependent of the mean (VIM),12,14 the maximum minus minimum 
blood pressure difference (MMD), and average real variability 
(ARV).11,28 VIM is calculated as the SD divided by the mean to the 
power x and multiplied by the population mean to the power x.12,14 
The power x is obtained by fitting a curve through a plot of SD 
against mean using the model SD=a × meanx, where x was derived 
by nonlinear regression analysis as implemented in the PROC NLIN 
procedure of the SAS package. The values of x for overall, within-
visit 1, within-visit 2, and between visit variability were 1.58, 1.39, 
1.34, and 1.70, respectively. ARV is the average of the absolute dif-
ferences between consecutive blood pressure measurements.11,28 For 
between-visit variability, ARV reduces to MMD and only MMD is 
therefore reported.

We searched for covariables associated with blood pressure vari-
ability in stepwise multiple regression analyses with P values for 
explanatory variables to enter and stay in models set at 0.05. We 
considered as covariables sex, age, body mass index, systolic blood 
pressure, heart rate, total:high-density lipoprotein serum cholesterol 
ratio, plasma glucose, serum creatinine, energy expenditure in physi-
cal activity, triglycerides, history of cardiovascular disease, history 
of peripheral arterial disease, current smoking and alcohol intake, 
diabetes mellitus, and treatment with β-blockers, diuretics, or any 
antihypertensive drug. After identification of covariables, we applied 
a generalization of the standard linear model, as implemented in the 
PROC MIXED procedure of the SAS package to account for fam-
ily clusters. We analyzed the prognostic significance of blood pres-
sure variability using both categorical and continuous analyses. In 
categorical analyses, we plotted incidence rates by quartiles of the 
blood pressure variability distribution, while standardizing rates for 
sex and age (<40, 40-59, ≥60 years) by the direct method. For the 
continuous analyses, we used Cox proportional hazard regression as 
implemented in the PROC SURVIVAL procedure of the SUDAAN 
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software (Research Triangle Institute, Chapel Hill, NC) version 10.01 
to calculate standardized relative hazard ratios, while allowing for 
covariables, confounders, and family clusters. We adjusted Cox mod-
els for sex, age, body mass index, heart rate, current smoking and 
alcohol intake, total:high-density lipoprotein serum cholesterol ratio, 
plasma glucose, history of previous cardiovascular disease, and use of 
β-blockers. We checked the proportional hazards assumption by the 
Kolmogorov supremum test, as implemented in the PROC PHREG 
procedure of the SAS package. We tested heterogeneity in the haz-
ard ratios across subgroups by introducing the appropriate interaction 
term in the Cox model. Finally, we applied the generalized R2 statistic 
to assess the risks explained in Cox regression29 by adding the indices 
of systolic blood pressure variability to models already including the 
mean systolic blood pressure level and covariables.

Results
Baseline Characteristics
Table 1 provides the baseline characteristics of the partici-
pants by quartiles of overall systolic blood pressure VIM. 
The 2944 participants included 1494 women (50.7%); 1500 
and 427 subjects with overweight or obesity (51.0% and 
14.5%, respectively); 1747 patients with hypercholesterol-
emia (59.3%), of whom 97 (5.6%) were on treatment with 
lipid-lowering drugs; and 717 hypertensive patients (24.4%), 

of whom 366 (51.0%) were on antihypertensive drug treat-
ment. Among treated patients, 173 (47.3%) were on diuret-
ics (including aldosterone antagonists), 201 (54.9%) on 
β-blockers, 55 (15.0%) on calcium channel blockers, 46 
(12.6%) on angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or 
blockers of the angiotensin II type-1 receptor, and 8 (2.2%) on 
other drug classes, including α-blockers; 350 (95.6%) patients 
were taking >1 drug. Of 1494 women and 1450 men, 395 
(26.4%) and 502 (34.6%) were smokers; 222 women (14.9%) 
and 586 men (40.4%) reported intake of alcohol. In smokers, 
median tobacco use was 15 cigarettes per day (interquartile 
range, 10-20). In drinkers, the median alcohol consumption 
was 15 g per day (interquartile range, 8-28). Among women, 
511 (34.2%) reported natural or surgical menopause.

In the whole study population, systolic blood pressure 
averaged 126.3 mm Hg (SD, 16.8 mm Hg) at the first home visit 
(5 readings), 124.7 mm Hg (15.8 mm Hg) at the second home 
visit (5 readings; P<0.0001 versus first home visit; Figure 1), 
and 125.5 mm Hg (15.6 mm Hg) at the 2 visits combined (10 
readings). Frequency histograms of the overall, within-visit and 
between-visit VIM appear in Figure 2 and Figures S1 and S2 
in the online-only Data Supplement, respectively. Within-visit  

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Participants by Quartiles of Overall Systolic Blood Pressure Variability Independent of the Mean

Characteristic Categories of Systolic Blood Pressure Variability P Value

Limits, units

 Women (0.00–3.56) (3.56–5.14) (5.14–6.95) (6.95–19.42)

 Men (0.68–3.36) (3.36–4.80) (4.80–6.52) (6.52–19.96)

Number of subjects, %

 All participants in category 735 737 736 736

 Antihypertensive treatment 85 (11.6) 80 (10.9) 98 (13.3) 103 (14.0) 0.075

 Smokers 223 (30.3) 221 (30.0) 243 (33.0) 210 (28.7) 0.75

 Drinking alcohol 196 (26.7) 207 (27.3) 218 (29.6) 133 (26.2) 0.89

 Diabetes mellitus 19 (2.6) 14 (1.9) 16 (2.2) 20 (2.7) 0.79

 Cardiovascular disease 48 (6.5) 43 (5.8) 63 (8.6)* 51 (6.9) 0.35

 Peripheral arterial disease 4 (0.5) 8 (1.2) 9 (1.2) 11 (1.5) 0.089

Mean (SD) of characteristic

 Age, y 44.4 (15.8) 43.6 (15.1) 44.7 (15.7) 46.8 (16.3)* 0.002

 Body mass index, kg/m2 25.9 (4.5) 25.8 (4.3) 25.4 (4.2) 25.5 (4.5) 0.011

 Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 125.7 (15.1) 125.2 (15.8) 125.4 (15.7) 125.7 (15.8) 0.93

 Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 75.6 (8.7) 76.0 (9.4) 75.7 (8.9) 75.4 (9.2) 0.67

 Heart rate, bpm 69.4 (9.0) 70.5 (8.7)* 70.4 (9.1) 70.7 (9.3) 0.011

 Serum total cholesterol, mmol/L 5.60 (1.23) 5.45 (1.21)* 5.57 (1.19)* 5.61 (1.26) 0.46

 Serum HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 1.35 (0.40) 1.37 (0.41) 1.36 (0.42) 1.37 (0.38) 0.31

 Total:HDL cholesterol ratio 4.55 (1.81) 4.34 (1.66)* 4.54 (2.11)* 4.43 (1.72) 0.58

 Plasma glucose, mmol/L 5.07 (1.30) 5.18 (1.48) 5.21 (1.43) 5.13 (1.11) 0.31

 Serum creatinine, μmol/L 92.9 (20.8) 92.3 (17.3) 92.4 (18.5) 92.9 (17.1) 0.98

Median (interquartile range)

 Physical activity, kcal/d 1444 (330–3047) 1467 (418–3257) 1460 (337–3257) 1328 (237–3133)* 0.041

HDL indicates high-density lipoprotein. Values are number of subjects (%), arithmetic mean±SD, or geometric mean (5th to 95th percentile interval). Systolic blood 
pressure variability is based on 10 blood pressure readings, that is, 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits at an interval of 2 to 4 weeks.

P denotes the significance of the linear trend across categories of systolic blood pressure variability independent of the mean; significance of the difference with the 
adjacent lower quartile: P≤0.05.
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VIM decreased with higher systolic  blood pressure with an 
opposite trend for between-visit VIM and no association with 
systolic blood pressure for overall variability (Table S1 in the 
online-only Data Supplement). Within-subject overall, within-
visit, and overall variability as estimated from MMD and ARV 
showed a graded increase across quartiles of the distribution 
of systolic blood pressure (Table S1).

Correlates of Variability
As captured by VIM, MMD, and ARV, overall variabil-
ity of systolic blood pressure (10 readings) independently 
increased with age and decreased with body mass index 

(Table 2). Overall variability, as assessed by VIM, was 
lower in women than in men and was higher in patients with 
a history of peripheral arterial disease and those on treat-
ment with β-blockers. VIM decreased and MMD and ARV 
increased with higher mean systolic blood pressure. Both 
MMD and ARV reflecting overall variability decreased with 
higher total:high-density lipoprotein serum cholesterol ratio. 
ARV increased with heart rate and plasma glucose. MMD 
was higher in participants with a history of peripheral arte-
rial disease and on treatment with β-blockers and decreased 
with serum creatinine. Shared familial factors represented 
from 11.7% to 22.6% of the explained variance of the over-
all variability in systolic blood pressure. The aforementioned 
covariables explained 15.7% and 17.8% of the variance in 
MMD and AVR, respectively, but only 2.1% of VIM (Table 
2). Variables not entering any model describing total variabil-
ity included energy expenditure in physical activity, triglyc-
erides, history of cardiovascular disease, current smoking and 
alcohol intake, diabetes mellitus, and classes of antihyperten-
sive drugs other than β-blockers.

The covariables associated with the within-visit and 
between-visit variability of systolic blood pressure were simi-
lar to those contributing to overall variability (Table S2). For 
the within-visit variability, VIM and MMD were also lower in 
patients on treatment with diuretics.

Incidence of Mortality and Morbidity
Median follow-up was 12.3 years (5th to 95th percentile 
interval, 2.7 to 23.7 years) for fatal end points and 12.0 
years (5th to 95th percentile interval, 2.4 to 23.3 years) for 
all of the fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events combined. 
Mortality included 164 cardiovascular (40.9%) and 200 non-
cardiovascular (49.9%) deaths, 6 deaths (1.5%) attributed to 
renal failure, and 31 deaths (7.7%) from unknown causes. 
Considering cause-specific first cardiovascular events, the 
incidence of fatal and nonfatal stroke amounted to 35 and 
14, respectively. Cardiac events consisted of 89 fatal and 
135 nonfatal events, including 36 fatal and 30 nonfatal cases 
of acute myocardial infarction, 6 fatal and 8 nonfatal cases 
of other acute or subacute forms of ischemic heart disease, 
6 sudden deaths, 36 fatal and 47 nonfatal cases of heart 
failure, 5 fatal cases of arrhythmia, 9 pacemaker implan-
tations, and 41 cases of surgical or percutaneous coronary 
revascularization.

Risk Prediction by Mean and Variability  
of Systolic Blood Pressure

Mortality
The sex- and age-standardized rates for total and cardio-
vascular mortality (Figure 3) increased across quartiles of 
mean systolic blood pressure (P<0.0001) but not across 
quartiles of overall VIM (P≥0.58). In analyses of Kaplan-
Meier estimates, the log-rank test was significant for total 
mortality (Figure 4) across quartiles of mean systolic blood 
pressure (P<0.0001) but not across quartiles of overall VIM 
(P=0.12). Both mean systolic blood pressure and all measures 
of variability for overall, within visit, and between visits 
fulfilled the proportional hazard assumption (P≥0.055), with 
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Figure 1. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) on repeated measurement. 
Nurses measured blood pressure 5 times consecutively at each of 
2 home visits 2 to 4 weeks apart. Values are means (±SE) of single 
readings or of all (n=5) readings obtained in 2944 participants at 
the first (open bars) or second (shaded bars) home visit. Numbers 
along the horizontal axis denote the order of the measurements or 
visits. An asterisk indicates a significant difference (P<0.0001) with 
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blood pressure independent of the mean. Overall variability is 
based on 10 blood pressure readings in 2944 participants, that 
is, 5 at each of 2 home visits. The P value is for departure of the 
actually observed distribution (full line) from normality (dotted 
line). S indicates the coefficient of skewness; K, the coefficient of 
kurtosis.
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the exception of within-visit VIM in relation to total mortality 
(P=0.047). The multivariable-adjusted standardized hazard 
ratios for mortality in relation to mean and overall, within-
visit, and between-visit variability of systolic blood pressure 
are presented in Table 3 and Tables S3 and S4, respectively. By 
including both mean systolic blood pressure and the indices 
of variability in multivariable-adjusted Cox models, mean 
systolic blood pressure, but not any measure of variability, 
predicted total and cardiovascular mortality. Figure 5 
demonstrates that the 10-year multivariable-adjusted risk of 

death increased with mean systolic blood pressure (P=0.0005) 
but not with overall VIM (P=0.96).

Fatal and Nonfatal Cardiovascular Events
The sex- and age-standardized rates of all of the fatal and  
nonfatal cardiovascular events, cardiac events, and stroke  
(Figure 3) increased across quartiles of mean systolic blood 
pressure (P≤0.0001) but not across quartiles of overall VIM 
(P≥0.63). As illustrated by Figure 4, the log-rank test was 
significant for the composite cardiovascular end point across 
quartiles of mean systolic blood pressure (P<0.0001) but  not  
across quartiles of overall VIM (P=0.14). Both mean systolic 

Table 2. Correlates of Overall Systolic Variability in 2944 Participants

Label
Variability Independent of the Mean 

(units)
Difference Between Maximum and Minimum 

Blood Pressure (mm Hg)
Average Real Variability

(mm Hg)

Variance explained

 Total 0.138 0.306 0.403

 Pedigree 0.117 0.150 0.226

 Fixed effects 0.021 0.157 0.178

Parameter estimates (SE)

 Female sex –0.245 (0.102)* — —

 Age, +10 y 0.205 (0.038)§ 0.658 (0.105)§ 0.138 (0.025)§

 Body mass index, +5 kg/m2 –0.208 (0.064)† –0.630 (0.178)‡ –0.116 (0.043)†

 Systolic blood pressure, +10 mm Hg –0.077 (0.039)* 1.787 (0.105)§ 0.347 (0.025)§

 Heart rate, +5 bpm — — 0.054 (0.019)†

 Total/high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, +1 unit — –0.164 (0.086)* –0.104 (0.021)§

 Plasma glucose, +1 mmol/L — — 0.066 (0.026)*

 Serum creatinine, +10 μmol/L — –0.246 (0.083)† —

 Peripheral arterial disease 1.254 (0.492)* 3.538 (1.338)† —

 Treated with β-blockers 0.494 (0.209)* 1.425 (0.567)* —

Systolic blood pressure was based on 10 blood pressure readings, that is, 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits at an interval of 2 to  
4 weeks. The following variables were not related to any index of variability: energy expenditure in physical activity, triglycerides, history of cardiovascular disease, 
smoking and alcohol intake, diabetes mellitus, and classes of antihypertensive drugs other than β-blockers.

Significance of the parameter estimates: *P≤0.05; †P ≤0.01; ‡P   ≤0.001; and §P ≤0.0001.
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Figure 3. Mortality (A and B) and cardiovascular (CV) events (C and D) by quartiles of the distribution of mean systolic blood pressure 
(SBP) and overall variability independent of the mean (VIM) in 2944 participants. Incidence rates were standardized for sex and age by 
the direct method. The number of end points contributing to the rates is presented. The trend across quartiles of systolic pressure (A and 
C) was significant for total mortality (P<0.0001), non-CV mortality (P=0.044), CV mortality (P<0.0001), all CV events (P<0.0001), cardiac 
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blood pressure and all measures of variability for overall, 
within visit, and between visits fulfilled the proportional 
hazard assumption (P≥0.11). In fully adjusted models 
(Table 3), including both mean systolic blood pressure 
and a measure of variability, mean systolic blood pressure 
predicted fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular outcomes. By 
contrast, none of the overall variability indices predicted 
any of the end points. The 10-year multivariable-adjusted 
risk of a composite cardiovascular end point increased 
with mean systolic blood pressure (P<0.0001) but not with 
overall VIM (P=0.31).

Sensitivity Analyses
Analyses of the indices of variability within visits (Table S3) 
and between visits (Table S4) confirmed the above findings 
on overall variability. Furthermore, we stratified our analy-
ses of VIM as predictor of total mortality and the composite 
cardiovascular end point (Table S5) for sex, age (60 years), 
history of cardiovascular disease, the use of antihyperten-
sive drugs (0, 1), and hypertensive status (0, 1). In models 
adjusted as in Table 3, all hazard ratios for VIM in relation 
to total mortality were nonsignificant (P≥0.27). VIM con-
tributed to the prediction of the composite cardiovascular 

end point in women and in treated patients but not in any 
other group (Table S5). Among 1494 women, the hazard 
ratios were 1.21 (95% CI, 1.06–1.39; P=0.005) for VIM, 
1.20 (1.05–1.36; P=0.006) for MMD, and 1.27 (1.10–1.46; 
P=0.001) for ARV. Among 366 treated patients, the haz-
ard ratios were 1.21 (1.06–1.38; P=0.005) for VIM, 1.25 
(1.10–1.41; P=0.0005) for MMD, and 1.31 (1.14–1.51; 
P=0.0002) for ARV. None of the interaction terms between 
the indices of variability and treatment status were signifi-
cant (P>0.10), with the exception of ARV (P<0.038). All 
interaction terms of sex with the indices of variability were 
significant (P≤0.036).

Discussion
We investigated in an unbiased population sample whether 
blood pressure variability adds to risk prediction over and 
beyond mean systolic blood pressure. We showed that 
within-subject blood pressure variability, assessed overall, 
within, and between visits, did not have any independent 
prognostic value, except in women and patients on anti-
hypertensive drug treatment. Mean systolic pressure con-
sistently predicted total mortality and fatal and nonfatal 
cardiovascular events.

The attempts to anchor blood pressure variability as an 
established cardiovascular risk factor span >30 years.9–11,18,30  
In the late 1970s, Clement et al31 assessed variability 
from the SD and coefficient of variation of blood pressure 
measurements obtained every 5 minutes for 3 hours in 70 
untreated hypertensive patients. The study demonstrated a 
positive relation between sympathetic activity and blood 
pressure variability as captured by the SD. However, an 
important finding was that blood pressure level and SD 
were correlated, so that the correlations of variability with 
the indexes of sympathetic activity disappeared when 
variability was expressed as coefficient of variation. In the 
early 1980s, Mancia and coworkers32,33 showed that SD and 
coefficient of variation of mean arterial pressure derived 
from 24-h continuous intra-arterial recordings in small 
studies involving normotensive and hypertensive patients 
(n<100) increased with age and decreased during sleep. 
SD correlated positively with blood pressure level and fell 
with antihypertensive drug treatment, whereas coefficient 
of variation was independent of level before and after drug 
intervention.33 Notwithstanding these initial findings,32,33 
the same group only used SD to provide some of the first 
evidence relating target organ damage to blood pressure 
variability,34 which was confirmed after a mean follow-up 
of 7.4 years.35 Prospective studies using noninvasive 24-h 
ambulatory blood pressure followed, providing multivariable-
adjusted results relating especially daytime systolic SD to 
early carotid atherosclerosis progression in 286 hospitalized 
subjects (mean age, 68 years) followed up for 3.3 years.36 
In hypertensive patients, Verdecchia et al37 failed to provide 
any outcome-based evidence after adjusting for confounders 
and covariables for both daytime and nighttime systolic 
blood pressure variability as reflected by the SD. On the 
other hand, Kikuya et al5 provided prognostic evidence for 
daytime systolic SD from the Ohasama population study 
involving 1542 participants followed up for a median 8.5  
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Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier survival function estimates for total 
mortality (A and C) and cardiovascular (CV) events (B and D) by 
sex-specific quartiles of mean systolic blood pressure (SBP) and 
overall systolic variability independent of the mean (VIM). CV 
events include all of the fatal and nonfatal CV end points. P values 
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years. In a large randomly selected population sample of 
8938 participants followed up for a median of 11.3 years, 
Hansen et al11 demonstrated that the prognostic significance 

of the level of 24-h blood pressure outperformed reading-
to-reading blood pressure variability. More recently, 
prospective studies supporting the prognostic significance of 
blood pressure variability emerged in patients with diabetes 
mellitus15 and in aged patients at high-stroke risk in the 
context of clinical trials, as reported by Rothwell et al.14

Rothwell38 questioned the usual blood pressure 
hypothesis by providing evidence that visit-to-visit 
systolic blood pressure variability is a strong predictor of 
subsequent stroke. These researchers14 investigated blood 
pressure variability in high-risk and aged subjects receiving 
aspirin in the United Kingdom Transient Ischaemic Attack 
aspirin trial39 and aspirin or antihypertensive drugs in 3 
validation cohorts (European Stroke Prevention Study-1,40 
Dutch Transient Ischaemic Attack trial,41 and the Anglo-
Scandinavian Cardiac Outcomes Trial - Blood Pressure 
Lowering Arm [ASCOT-BPLA]).42,43 The United Kingdom 
Transient Ischaemic Attack aspirin trial39 was also studied 
in detail,14 because systolic blood pressure was a strong 
predictor of stroke in this cohort, and therefore blood 
pressure readings were deemed to be reliable.44 As the 
office blood pressure was measured only once at 4-month 
intervals, reproducible results are unlikely45 because 
of various confounding factors, such as lifestyle and 
changing behavioral and environmental conditions.8,46,47 
The authors14 did also not specify the baseline covariables 
for which they accounted in the analysis. Most of the 
reported results were unadjusted or based on VIM 
derived from systolic blood pressure.14 Findings from the 
Transient Ischaemic Attack validation cohort41 revealed 
inconsistencies among the rather overwhelming amount 
of provariability results, with VIM failing to predict stroke  

Table 3. Adjusted Standardized Hazard Ratios for End Points in Relation to the Mean and Overall Variability of Systolic Blood 
Pressure

End Point (N)

Basic Model Full Model

Mean Systolic Blood Pressure
Variability Independent of the 

Mean

Difference Between 
Maximum and Minimum 

Blood Pressure Average Real Variability

HR (95% CI) R 2 (%) HR (95% CI) R 2 (%) HR (95% CI) R 2 (%) HR (95% CI) R 2 (%)

Mortality

 Total (401) 1.18 (1.08–1.30)‡ 28.6 1.00 (0.91–1.10) <0.01 0.99 (0.91–1.09) <0.01 1.03 (0.93–1.13) <0.10

 Cardiovascular (164) 1.37 (1.18–1.59)§ 18.4 1.11 (0.97–1.27) 0.10 1.08 (0.95–1.22) <0.01 1.08 (0.94–1.25) <0.01

 Cardiac (112) 1.44 (1.22–1.70)§ 13.5 1.05 (0.89–1.25) <0.01 1.02 (0.87–1.19) <0.01 1.07 (0.90–1.27) <0.01

Cardiovascular events

 All (311) 1.25 (1.12–1.40)‡ 16.8 1.05 (0.96–1.15) <0.01 1.06 (0.96–1.16) <0.01 1.08 (0.98–1.19) <0.01

 Cardiac (164) 1.29 (1.13–1.46)‡ 12.4 1.03 (0.92–1.15) <0.01 1.02 (0.92–1.14) <0.01 1.08 (0.97–1.21) 0.10

 Coronary (133) 1.21 (1.03–1.41)* 8.5 0.93 (0.80–1.09) 0.10 0.96 (0.82–1.11) 0.10 0.99 (0.85–1.15) <0.01

 Stroke (49) 1.44 (1.04–1.98)* 4.9 1.13 (0.88–1.46) <0.01 1.17 (0.92–1.48) <0.01 1.10 (0.81–1.49) <0.01

HR indicates hazard ratio. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) level and variability were based on 10 blood pressure readings, that is, 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at 
each of 2 home visits, 2 to 4 weeks apart. The basic model accounts for relatedness and includes in addition to mean SBP, sex, age, body mass index, heart rate, smoking 
and drinking, total:high-density lipoprotein serum cholesterol ratio, plasma glucose, history of cardiovascular disease, and use of β-blockers as covariables. Full models 
include the aforementioned covariables and both mean SBP and an index of SBP variability. HRs given with 95% CIs express the risk associated with a 1-SD increase in 
the explanatory variables: 15.6 mm Hg for level of blood pressure and 2.82 units, 8.36 mm Hg, and 2.05 mm Hg for variability independent of the mean, difference between 
maximum and minimum blood pressure, and average real variability, respectively. The R 2 statistic is a measure for the risk prediction provided by the basic model, including 
mean SBP and the additive contribution of the indices of variability. The cause of death was renal in 6 cases and unknown in 31 cases.

Significance of the hazard ratios: *P ≤0.05; †P ≤0.01; ‡P ≤0.001; and §P ≤0.0001.
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Figure 5. Absolute 10-year risk of death (A) or a cardiovascular 
(CV) event (B) in relation to mean systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
at different levels of overall systolic variability independent 
of the mean (VIM). Mean systolic blood pressure along the x 
axis covers the 5th to 95th percentile interval. The variability 
independent of the mean is presented by 4 risk functions 
corresponding with 2, 4, 6, and 9 units (approximate quartile 
midpoints). The risk functions were standardized to the 
distributions (mean or ratio) of sex, age, body mass index, heart 
rate, smoking and drinking, total:high-density lipoprotein serum 
cholesterol ratio, plasma glucose, history of CV disease, and 
use of β-blockers. Among 2944 participants, 401 deaths and 
311 composite CV end points occurred. P SBP and P VIM indicate 
the significance of mean systolic blood pressure and the overall 
variability independent of the mean.
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before (hazard ratio, 1.76; CI, 0.73–4.23) and after (1.83; 
CI, 0.76–4.39) adjustment for mean systolic pressure. In 
addition, the ASCOT-BPLA trial43 was included to test 
the generalizability of the Transient Ischaemic Attack 
cohort findings. In this large trial,43 blood pressure was 
measured every 6 months in triplicate and the mean of the 
last 2 readings was used. Even though the results seemed 
confirmatory, the ASCOT-BPLA cohort included aged 
(mean age, 63 years) hypertensive patients with ≥3 other 
vascular risk factors, making the study population highly 
selective. In addition, analyses based on categorization 
of continuous variability estimates into deciles to predict 
risk were not confirmed in analyses of variability as a 
continuous variable. The categorical approach is generally 
not recommended for continuously distributed variables,48 
because it enables the reporting of extreme-case hazard 
ratios by comparing top with bottom deciles. For instance, 
the top decile hazard ratio for SD over 7 visits in the United 
Kingdom Transient Ischaemic Attack trial was 6.22 (CI, 
4.16–9.29).14

The issue of the clinical applicability of blood pressure 
variability raised renewed interest when a recent meta- 
analysis49 identified drug-class effects on interindividual vari-
ability and stroke risk reduction. Webb et al49 reported from 
389 of 1372 eligible trials that variation in systolic blood 
pressure was reduced by calcium-channel blockers and non-
loop diuretics, but increased on treatment with angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin-receptor blockers, 
and β-blockers. However, the results for this metaanalysis 
rested on the between-patient SD, which is dependent on the 
mean31–33 and only a surrogate for within-individual variabil-
ity.49 Rothwell et al12 investigated the effects of β-blockers and 
calcium-channel blockers on within-individual variability in 
the ASCOT-BPLA42,43 and the Medical Research Council50 
trials. In the ASCOT-BPLA trial42,43 they compared amlo-
dipine-based and atenolol-based regimens in 19 257 patients, 
and in the Medical Research Council trial,50 atenolol-based 
and diuretic-based regimens versus placebo in 4396 patients 
(mean age, 70 years). Rothwell et al12 reported that the amlo-
dipine- and atenolol-based treatments had opposite effects on 
within-individual variability with amlodipine reducing both 
variability and stroke risk. In the Medical Research Council 
trial,12 atenolol increased visit-to-visit variability compared 
with placebo, and temporal trends in variability in the ateno-
lol group were associated with stroke risk. These randomized 
controlled trials allowed add-on medications and dose titra-
tion and differed in mean systolic blood pressure and variabil-
ity.12,42,43 It remains therefore uncertain whether the effects on 
blood pressure variability were dose dependent and persistent 
in combination with other drugs. To address this issue, Webb 
and Rothwell13 performed a metaanalysis of trials with ran-
domization to fixed combination or fixed doses. In this study, 
the authors also showed that higher doses of calcium channel 
blockers as monotherapy or in combination reduced interindi-
vidual blood pressure variability more than lower doses, and 
higher doses of β-blockers increased variability. However, 
again SD was used and findings were based on rather small, 
short duration (<26 weeks), nonoutcome-based studies.13 
However convincing these findings may be, they should be 

interpreted with caution. As the authors correctly state,12 more 
work is needed to understand the nature and consequences of 
variability in blood pressure. Yet, recommendations based on 
post hoc interpretations are made prematurely for the clinical 
management of hypertension and the development and use of 
different classes of blood pressure-lowering drugs.12,13,49 This 
is alarming because no evidence to date exists on, for exam-
ple, the new-generation β-blockers. Although in the present 
study we did find VIM to be predictive of a composite cardio-
vascular outcome in treated participants, the interaction with 
treatment was not significant.

Our findings support the usual blood pressure hypoth-
esis51,52 and challenge the predictive value of blood pres-
sure variability because of the following reasons: (1) our 
study sample was representative of the general population 
by applying random recruitment and long-term follow-up; 
(2) we had sufficient power with the inclusion of 2944 par-
ticipants and with 401 deaths and 311 fatal and nonfatal 
cardiovascular events; (3) the study sample had a wide age 
range of 18.0 to 91.1 years; (4) results were consistent for 
overall, within-, and between-visit variability, and all known 
covariables were included; (5) as suggested by Rothwell and 
colleagues,12,14 we used VIM as measure of variability; and 
(6) blood pressure variability indices were analyzed as con-
tinuous variables along with mean systolic blood pressure 
in risk prediction. Nevertheless, our current study must also 
be interpreted within the context of its potential limitations. 
Although our analyses were adjusted at the level of individual 
participants, we cannot exclude residual confounding. Blood 
pressure was measured at 2 home visits by research nurses, 
and intra- and inter-observer variability could have influ-
enced the results. However, the nurses were highly trained 
in blood pressure measurement and subjected to a stringent 
program for quality assurance and quality control.21,22 Lastly, 
nurses measured blood pressure 5 times at each of 2 visits, 2 
to 4 weeks apart. More time points and longer time periods 
between visits could perhaps have yielded different results. 
However, we believe that reproducibility was enhanced with 
the short between-visit time and 5 blood pressure measure-
ments at each visit.

Perspectives
Our current findings suggest that, in the general population, 
within-subject blood pressure variability does not have any 
prognostic significance over and beyond mean systolic pres-
sure. Present guidelines53,54 for the management of blood pres-
sure should be followed. Blood pressure level is a reversible 
risk factor, overriding all other modifiable risk factors. The 
rule of halves still applies across Europe and worldwide.55,56 
Half of the hypertensive patients are on treatment and of those 
treated only half are controlled.56 Clinicians should focus on 
blood pressure level and controlling hypertension.56 The sug-
gestion to consider blood pressure variability as an additional 
risk indicator and to reduce it by drugs detracts from what 
really matters in the management of hypertension, controlling 
the blood pressure level, and should be ignored to avoid con-
fusion among clinicians.
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What Is New?
• Recent publications suggested that clinicians might reduce cardiovascu-

lar risk more effectively by targeting blood pressure variability along with 
blood pressure level using specific classes of antihypertensive drugs. Few 
population studies addressed whether blood pressure variability is a risk 
factor over and beyond blood pressure level.

What Is Relevant?
• We assessed within-subject blood pressure variability from 5 blood pres-

sure readings at each of 2 home visits. We estimated blood pressure 
variability as variability independent of the mean, the difference between 
maximum and minimum blood pressure, and average real variability. 

None of these variability indices predicted total or cardiovascular mortal-
ity or fatal combined with nonfatal cardiovascular events, whereas mean 
blood pressure was a strong and consistent predictor.

Summary

•	 Clinicians should focus on blood pressure level and controlling 
hypertension. The suggestion to consider blood pressure vari-
ability as an additional risk indicator and to reduce it by drugs 
detracts from what really matters in the management of hyper-
tension, that is lowering blood pressure, and creates confusion 
among clinicians.

Novelty and Significance
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Table S1:  Variability by Quartiles of Mean Systolic Blood Pressure  

Characteristic  Categories of mean systolic blood pressure level  P  

Limits       

Women  92.4–111.2  111.3–119.4  119.6–130.4  130.6–198.2   

Men  97.4–118.6  118.6–125.8  125.8–135.4  135.4–204.2   

Number of subjects  746  733  730  735   

Overall variability       

VIM (units)  5.50 (2.84)  5.33 (2.61)†  5.42 (2.86)  5.56 (2.95)    0.58  

MMD (mm Hg) 12.93 (6.45)  14.33 (6.74)‡  16.02 (7.79)§  20.26 (10.11)§  <0.0001 

ARV (mm Hg)  3.59 (1.73)  3.81 (1.79)*  3.99 (1.83)  4.93 (2.49)§  <0.0001  

Within visit variability       

VIM (units)  3.63 (1.75)  3.44 (1.62)*  3.33 (1.51)  3.48 (1.80)  0.037  

MMD (mm Hg) 7.28 (3.60)  7.55 (3.83)*  8.20 (3.96)*  10.43 (5.78)§  <0.0001 

ARV (mm Hg)  5.22 (1.64)  3.35 (1.72)  3.45 (1.72)  4.24 (2.36)§  <0.0001  

Between visit variability       

VIM (units)  4.75 (4.21)  4.79 (3.91)  5.08 (4.27)  5.07 (4.29)    0.067  

MMD (mm Hg) 5.33 (4.74)  6.17 (5.06)†  7.36 (6.20)‡  9.33 (8.00)§  <0.0001  

Values are arithmetic means (SD).  Systolic blood pressure was based on 10 blood pressure readings, i.e., 5 
consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits at an interval of 2-4 weeks.  VIM, MMD and ARV 
indicate variability independent of the mean, the difference between maximum and minimum blood pressure and 
average real variability, respectively.  ARV for between visit variability is the same as MMD and is therefore not 
presented.   
P-values are for linear trend across categories of systolic blood pressure level.   
P-values for difference with adjacent lower quartile: * P≤0.05; † P≤0.01; ‡ P≤0.001; and § P≤0.0001.    
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Table S2: Correlates of the Within- and Between Visit Systolic Variability in 2944 Participants  

 Within visit   Between visits   

Label  VIM (units)  MMD (mm Hg)  ARV (mm Hg)  VIM (units) MMD (mm Hg)  

Variance explained       

Total  0.292  0.368  0.372  0.019  0.089  

Pedigree  0.258  0.248  0.287  0.011  0.012  

Fixed effects  0.034  0.120  0.086  0.009  0.078  

Parameter estimates (±SE)       

Age (+10 years)  0.148 (0.022)§  0.354 (0.057)§  0.128 (0.024)§  … …  

Body mass index (+5 kg/m2)   –0.135 (0.037)‡  –0.328 (0.096)†  –0.118 (0.041)†  0.139 (0.050)†  0.211 (0.081)†  

Systolic blood pressure (+10 mm Hg)  –0.051 (0.022)*  0.877 (0.056)§  0.293 (0.024)§  … 0.895 (0.083)§  

Heart rate (+5 beats per minute)  0.068 (0.017)§  0.155 (0.043)‡  0.061 (0.018)‡  2.189 (0.744)†  3.968 (1.088)‡  

Total/HDL cholesterol (+1 unit)  –0.063 (0.018)‡  –0.162 (0.046)‡  –0.083 (0.020)§  0.732 (0.313)*  1.268 (0.462)†  

Plasma glucose (+1 mmol/l)  0.048 (0.022)*  0.112 (0.058)  0.053 (0.024)*   …  

Serum creatinine (+10 µmol/l)   –0.050 (0.017)†  –0.166 (0.045)‡  –0.061 (0.019)†   …  

Treated with β-blockers  0.287 (0.123)*  0.745 (0.317)*  …   …  

Treated with diuretics  –0.278 (0.134)*  –0.853 (0.344)*  …   …  

Systolic blood pressure was based on 10 blood pressure readings, i.e., 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits at an 
interval of 2-4 weeks.  VIM, MMD and ARV indicate variability independent of the mean, the difference between maximum and minimum blood 
pressure and average real variability, respectively.  ARV for between visit variability is the same as MMD and is therefore not presented.  The 
following variables were not related to any index of variability: energy expenditure in physical activity, triglycerides, serum potassium, history of 
cardiovascular disease, current smoking and alcohol intake, diabetes, and classes of antihypertensive drugs other than diuretics and β-blockers. 
Significance of the parameter estimates: * P≤0.05; † P≤0.01; ‡ P≤0.001; and § P≤0.0001. 
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Table S3:  Adjusted Standardized Hazard Ratios for Endpoints in Relation to the Mean and Within Visit Variability of Systolic Pressure  

Endpoint   
(number)   

Basic model   Full model  

Mean SBP   VIM   MMD   ARV  

HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)  

Mortality               

Total (401)  1.18 (1.08–1.30)‡   28.6   0.95 (0.86–1.05)  <0.01   0.97 (0.88–1.06)  <0.01   0.98 (0.89–1.07)  <0.01  

Cardiovascular (164)  1.37 (1.18–1.59)§   18.4   0.97 (0.84–1.13)  <0.01   0.99 (0.87–1.14)  <0.01   0.98 (0.85–1.12)  <0.01  

Cardiac (112)   1.44 (1.22–1.70)§   13.5   0.95 (0.79–1.13)  <0.01   0.96 (0.81–1.13)  <0.01   0.98 (0.83–1.15)  <0.01  

Cardiovascular events              

All (311)  1.25 (1.12–1.40)‡   16.8   1.07 (0.97–1.18)  <0.01   1.08 (0.98–1.18)  <0.01   1.04 (0.95–1.15)  <0.01  

Cardiac  (164)  1.29 (1.13–1.46)‡   12.4   1.06 (0.95–1.19)    0.10   1.07 (0.96–1.19)    0.10   1.05 (0.94–1.17)    0.10  

Coronary (133)  1.21 (1.03–1.41)*  8.5   1.04 (0.90–1.20)  <0.10   1.06 (0.92–1.22)  <0.01   0.99 (0.85–1.15)  <0.01  

Stroke (49)  1.44 (1.04–1.98)*   4.9   1.09 (0.84–1.43)  <0.01   1.12 (0.88–1.44)  <0.01   0.96 (0.71–1.29)  <0.01   

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) level and variability were based on 10 blood pressure readings, i.e., 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits, 2-4 weeks 
apart.  VIM, MMD and ARV indicate variability independent of the mean, the difference between maximum and minimum blood pressure and average real variability, 
respectively.  The basic model accounts for relatedness and includes in addition to mean SBP, sex, age, body mass index, heart rate, smoking and drinking, total-to-HDL serum 
cholesterol ratio, plasma glucose, history of cardiovascular disease and use of β-blockers accounts as covariables.  Full models include the aforementioned covariables and 
both mean SBP and an index of SBP variability.  Hazard ratios (HR) given with 95% confidence interval (CI) express the risk associated with a 1-SD increase in the explanatory 
variables: 15.6 mm Hg for level of blood pressure and 2.82 units, 8.36 mm Hg, 2.05 mm Hg for VIM, MMD and ARV, respectively.   The R2 statistic is a measure for the risk 
prediction provided by the basic model including mean SBP and the additive contribution of the indexes of variability.   
The cause of death was renal in 6 cases and unknown in 31 cases.  
Significance of the hazard ratios: * P≤0.05; † P≤0.01; ‡ P≤0.001; and § P≤0.0001.  
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Table S4: Adjusted Standardized Hazard Ratios for Endpoints in Relation to the Mean and Between Visit Variability of 
Systolic Pressure  

Endpoint   
(number)   

Basic model   Full model  

Mean SBP   VIM   MMD   

HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   HR (95% CI)  R2 (%)   

Mortality            

Total (401)  1.18 (1.08–1.30)‡   28.6   1.02 (0.93–1.12)  <0.01   1.02 (0.94–1.11)  <0.01   

Cardiovascular (164)  1.37 (1.18–1.59)§   18.4   1.14 (0.99–1.30)    0.10   1.11 (0.98–1.25)  <0.01   

Cardiac (112)   1.44 (1.22–1.70)§   13.5   1.09 (0.93–1.29)  <0.01   1.08 (0.93–1.24)  <0.01   

Cardiovascular events            

All (311)  1.25 (1.12–1.40)‡   16.8   1.03 (0.94–1.13)  <0.01   1.03 (0.95–1.13)  <0.01   

Cardiac  (164)  1.29 (1.13–1.46)‡   12.4   1.01 (0.90–1.14)  <0.01   1.02 (0.91–1.13)  <0.01   

Coronary (133)  1.21 (1.03–1.41)*  8.5   0.92 (0.78–1.08)    0.10   0.92 (0.79–1.07)  <0.01   

Stroke (49)  1.44 (1.04–1.98)*   4.9   1.14 (0.89–1.45)  <0.01   1.09 (0.89–1.35)  <0.01   

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) level and variability were based on 10 blood pressure readings, i.e., 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at 
each of 2 home visits, 2-4 weeks apart.  VIM, MMD and ARV indicate variability independent of the mean, the difference between maximum and 
minimum blood pressure and average real variability, respectively.  The basic model accounts for relatedness and includes in addition to mean 
SBP, sex, age, body mass index, heart rate, smoking and drinking, total-to-HDL serum cholesterol ratio, plasma glucose, history of 
cardiovascular disease and use of β-blockers accounts as covariables.  Full models include the aforementioned covariables and both mean SBP 
and an index of SBP variability.  Hazard ratios (HR) given with 95% confidence interval (CI) express the risk associated with a 1-SD increase in 
the explanatory variables: 15.6 mm Hg for level of blood pressure and 2.82 units, 8.36 mm Hg, 2.05 mm Hg for VIM, MMD and ARV, 
respectively.   The R2 statistic is a measure for the risk prediction provided by the basic model including mean SBP and the additive contribution 
of the indexes of variability.   
The cause of death was renal in 6 cases and unknown in 31 cases.  
Significance of the hazard ratios: * P≤0.05; † P≤0.01; ‡ P≤0.001; and § P≤0.0001.  
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Table S5: Adjusted Standardized Hazard Ratios for Total Mortality and All Cardiovascular Events 
in Relation to Mean and Overall Variability of Systolic Pressure in Different Strata  

 At risk  Events  Mean SBP  VIM  R2 (%)  

Total mortality        

All participants 2944  401  1.18 (1.08–1.30)‡  1.00 (0.91–1.10)  <0.01  

Women 1494 (51%)  173 (43%)  1.35 (1.16–1.57)‡  1.01 (0.88–1.16)  <0.01  

Men 1450 (49%)  228 (57%)  1.09 (0.96–1.22)  1.00 (0.89–1.12)  <0.01  

<60 years 2365 (80%)  116 (29%)  1.19 (0.98–1.44)  1.02 (0.83–1.25)  <0.01  

≥60 years 579 (20%)  285 (71%)  1.17 (1.05–1.31)†  1.02 (0.91–1.13)  <0.01  

No history of CVD 2739 (93%)  310 (77%)  1.21 (1.08–1.35)‡  1.02 (0.91–1.15)  <0.01  

History of CVD 205 (7%)  91 (23%)  1.01 (0.80–1.27)  0.92 (0.78–1.08)    0.20  

Untreated 2578 (88%)  291 (73%)  1.11 (0.99–1.25)  0.97 (0.87–1.10)  <0.01  

Treated 366 (12%)  110 (27%)  1.41 (1.18–1.67)‡  1.09 (0.95–1.25)    0.20  

Normotensive 2227 (76%)  182 (45%)  1.19 (0.93–1.54)  0.94 (0.81–1.10)  <0.01  

Hypertensive 717 (24%)  219 (55%)  1.21 (1.06–1.39)†  1.03 (0.92–1.16)  <0.01  

All cardiovascular events      

All participants  2944  311  1.26 (1.12–1.41)‡  1.05 (0.96–1.15)  <0.01  

Women  1494 (51%) 130 (42%)  1.43 (1.21–1.69)§  1.21 (1.06–1.39)†    0.40  

Men  1450 (49%) 180 (58%)  1.16 (0.99–1.36)  0.96 (0.84–1.09)    0.10  

<60 years  2365 (80%)  127 (41%)  1.27 (1.04–1.55)*  1.02 (0.87–1.19)  <0.01  

≥60 years  579 (20%)  184 (59%)  1.25 (1.09–1.44)†  1.11 (0.98–1.25)  0.40  

No history of CVD  2739 (93%) 236 (76%)  1.37 (1.21–1.56)§  1.08 (0.96–1.21)    0.10  

History of CVD  205 (7%) 75 (24%)  0.97 (0.76–1.25)  1.04 (0.91–1.19)  <0.01  

Untreated  2578 (88%)  223 (72%)  1.21 (1.11–1.49)‡  0.99 (0.87–1.12)  <0.01  

Treated  366 (12%)  88 (28%)  1.20 (1.00–1.43)*  1.21 (1.06–1.38)†    1.00  

Normotensive  2227 (76%)  143 (46%)  1.31 (0.99–1.74)  1.03 (0.89–1.19)  <0.01  

Hypertensive  717 (24%)  168 (54%)  1.15 (0.99–1.33)  1.07 (0.95–1.20)    0.10  

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) level and variability independent of the mean (VIM) were based on 10 blood pressure 
readings, i.e., 5 consecutive blood pressure readings at each of 2 home visits, 2-4 weeks apart.  CVD indicates 
cardiovascular disease.  The R2 statistic is a measure for the refinement of the risk prediction by adding VIM to 
models already including mean SBP and other covariables.  Hypertension was a blood pressure (average of 10 
readings) equal to or exceeding 140 mm Hg systolic or 90 mm Hg diastolic or use of antihypertensive drugs.   
Significance of the hazard ratios: * P≤0.05; † P≤0.01; ‡ P≤0.001; and § P≤0.0001.  
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Figure S1: Frequency Distribution of Within Visit Variability of Systolic Blood Pressure 
Independent of the Mean  

Within visit variability was computed for both sets of 5 blood pressure readings at a single visit and the so 

obtained parameters expressing variability were averaged over the 2 home visits.  S and K are the 

coefficients of skewness and kurtosis, respectively; the P value is for departure of the actually observed 

distribution (full line) from normality (dotted line).   
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Figure S2: Frequency Distribution of Between Visit Variability of Systolic Blood Pressure 
Independent of the Mean  

Between visit variability considered the variability (difference) between the mean blood pressure values at 

the 2 home visits.  S and K are the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis, respectively; the P value is for 

departure of the actually observed distribution (full line) from normality (dotted line).   
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